2023 STANDARDBRED STAKE
2 YEAR FILLY TROT

ALLEGIANT
BLACK VELVET AS
BLUEBIRD CHOIR
CANTAB A GOOD NAME
CANTAB'S JOY
CARRYIN BEERS
DATE NIGHT HANOVER
FAITH STEP
FANNIE LIPOWITZ
FIRST PAGE
FIYA
FREEDONIA
HEAVENLY HEART
HONEY'S SWEET
HOP TO IT
HOPEFUL ANGEL
ICE CREAM
JOY RIDER
JUST JULES
LUVIN AFFECTION

MM'S REFLECTION
MUSCLES GALORE
PACK N LEAVE
SADBIRDSILLSING
SALT HILL DALE
SATIN'S SAPPHIRE
SEVEN YEAR ITCH
SHIRIN
SIX DE VIE
SKIPPY ROPE
SOCIETY PRIZE
SOUTHWIND CINDER
STARDUST VOLO
SUMMER GETAWAY
SYMBOL OF BEAUTY
URBAN MYTH DE DIE
VELVET FALLS
VERTIGO BLUE CHIP
YOUNG AND RECKLESS